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RENOVATION
SYSTEMs
There is more to UZIN than meets the eye. Our mission is to offer you
comprehensive added value for your flooring installation projects.
Our product portfolio offers the most varied product range on the market with
proven solutions. With our five sister brands, we provide access to products
and expertise for the installation of any floor covering. Our research and design
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For 90 % of the daily requirements in renovation work

teams are constantly observing market trends, latest raw materials, and
best installation practices to identify new products and services for you. Our
employees are full of passion. They are always available to you for jobsite
support, product knowledge and specifications.
At UZIN you will always find the right solution for any renovation work. Whether
with the UZIN everyday systems for everyday needs or with the UZIN special
systems for special challenges. Together with Pallmann’s wood surface
refurbishment products and Wolff for substrate preparation, you are guaranteed
to be prepared for anything.

For special challenges

Wood flooring renovation with PALLMANN
Substrate preparation with WOLFF
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OLD, POROUS & CRACKED CEMENT SCREED |

EVERYDAY SYSTEMS
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UZIN
EVERYDAY SYSTEMS

OLD, POROUS & CRACKED
CEMENT SCREED

Often, old subfloors are damaged after the removal of the
existing floor coverings. This is usually manifested by
cracks, which must be closed before a new system is

>> TIP:

installed. For this the edges of the screed slabs must be

For fast and low-dust screed cutting, we recommend

stitched in order to avoid individual movement of the

the battery-powered screed joint cutter EF 135 18V

screed and the subsequent marks in the surface of the

from WOLFF.

floor covering.

More information at www.wolff-tools.com

UZIN KR 516, which is a 2-component resin, capable of
building high internal strength in a short time, is suitable
for sealing cracks. If there are artificial joints and cracks
in the substrate and the screed sections do not move
vertically in this area, they can also be repaired with the
UZIN RR 203 crack bridge in combination with the
You can count on our tried and tested everyday systems,

UZIN NC 182 low-slump repair mortar.

which have become real UZIN classics. They offer
absolute safety and cover 90 % of the daily requirements
for renovation work.
This shows once again that UZIN offers more: more
innovative, fast and safe systems for your work.

>

+

UZIN KR 516

UZIN PE 360+ | UZIN RR 203 | UZIN NC 182

Solvent-free, low-odour and fast 2-component silicate

+ dust-free

resin system for sealing screed cracks and joints. Due to

+ time saving

UZIN Renovation Classics

UZIN offers more:

the manual mixing in one bottle, there is no need for an
extra stirring tool. Partial quantities can be measured out.

The fast system compensates light movements from the
subfloor and avoids more elaborate subfloor preparation
such as cutting of the cracks. The reActivate effect of
UZIN NC 182 makes it easier and more economically, as
the mortar is re-mixable during the working time.

EVERYDAY SYSTEMS

System Setup
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EXISTING SUBFLOOR

WATER-SOLUBLE ADHESIVE RESIDUES

EVERYDAY SYSTEMS

System Setup

EXISTING SUBFLOOR WITH
WATERPROOF ADHESIVE RESIDUES.

|

System Setup

WATER-SOLUBLE
ADHESIVE RESIDUES

In most floor renovations where the old flooring is

In some cases, when replacing a floor covering, you may

removed, you find old adhesive and levelling compound

come across water-soluble adhesives. These adhesives

residues. These should be removed with the help of

>> TIP:

were often used under PVC and linoleum in the 1980s

suitable grinding and milling machines (WOLFF). This is

For the best removal of old floor coverings we

and are usually dark brown to black in colour. A „classic“

usually associated with a high level of dust, dirt and

recommend the extremely quiet Vario-Silent Stripper

new system build-up on such an adhesive with a disper-

noise, In some cases, this work can be avoided by the

from WOLFF.

sion primer is not possible, since this would dissolve the

use of an dispersion primer, which is especially suitable

More info at www.wolff-tools.com

old adhesive and, in the worst case, the subsequent

for the renovation area.

levelling compound may flake off completely.

The use of UZIN NC 172 BiTurbo eliminates these

??? If such an adhesive is found, it is imperative that it is

working steps, because on a dense, well-bonded resin,

primed with a moisture-barrier reaction resin primer in

neoprene or dispersion adhesive, it can be applied

order to avoid consequential damage.

directly without the use of a primer.
>> TIP:
These two systems are only suitable for use over

Water-soluble adhesive residues can easily be identified

waterproof adhesive residues.

by a water drop test. To do this, put a water drop on the
adhesive and rub it with your finger. If the adhesive
smears / saponifies, it is water-soluble and you must
work as described.

>

+

UZIN PE 260 | UZIN NC 110

UZIN NC 172 BiTurbo

UZIN Renovation Classics

UZIN offers more:

>

UZIN Renovation Classics
UZIN PE 460 | UZIN Quartz Sand 0.8 | UZIN NC 110

+

UZIN offers more:
UZIN PE 414 BiTurbo | UZIN PE 280 |
UZIN NC 172 BiTurbo

UZIN PE 260 primer is ideal for use over old substrates

+ time-saving

This system is characterised by the use of a 2-com-

as it can used pure or diluted (depending on the absor-

+ extremely high compressive strength

ponent epoxy resin. This protects the old adhesive

+ fewer work steps

against moisture from the levelling compound, which

+ renovation possible within one day

bency of the substrate) and minimises the occurrence

7

of pinholes and orange peel. The low-tension levelling

By applying directly over the old substrate, several work

prevents the levelling compound from flaking off the

compound offers additional safety.

steps are eliminated allowing quick and very economical

substrate.

A safe and easy to use system, characterised by short

refurbishment. UINZ NC 172 BiTurbo also enables floor

waiting time, high application safety and economy. Long

renovations within one day due to the extremely short

drying times are eliminated as it allows priming, levelling

drying time of approx. one hour.

and bonding in one day.

EVERYDAY SYSTEMS
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OLD CERAMIC TILES & STONE SUBFLOORS |

OLD WOOD FLOORING & SOLID BOARDS

EVERYDAY SYSTEMS

System Setup

System Setup

OLD WOOD FLOORING &
SOLID BOARDS

OLD CERAMIC TILES &
STONE SUBFLOORS

In the renovation of old buildings, timber substrates must

Old coats of paint or oil must be removed before applying

When installing new floor covering on ceramic tiles, there

be checked carefully in terms of the quality of the sub-

our special primers. This can be used to fill joints between

are two ways to prepare the substrate. The more complex

structure, so that creaking is avoided when walking on

the floor boards preventing the levelling compound from

and also usually more expensive method involves

them. When mechanically fixing to timber joist, the joists

sagging during application. A fibre-reinforced levelling

completely removing the tiles and rebuilding the substrate.

must not exceed 600 mm. Floating wood or floor boards

compound can then be used for levelling.

This method involves a great deal of effort and a lot of

must be fixed with screws or nails. Loose wood flooring

noise, dust and dirt. To avoid this, special primers and

strips must be fixed with screws or adhesive. Using

levelling compounds can be used directly on the existing

special primers and levelling compounds allows new floor

tile subfloor for the installation of floor coverings.

coverings to be installed over these substrates.

>> TIP:
Loose or hollow tiles must be removed beforehand.

With the „classic“ method, the old tiles are cleaned,
primed, the joints are levelled with a low-slump repair
mortar, primed and then filled. To avoid this high amount
of effort, UZIN has developed the special primer UZIN
PE 650.

The use of UZIN PE 650 means that 3 steps (1st coat
priming, levelling and 2nd coat priming) are combined

>> TIP:

into one product, which significantly improves productivity.

For these flooring construction, additional skirting
boards must be installed to protect the substructures
from mould.

>

UZIN Renovation Classics
UZIN PE 630 | UZIN NC 110
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EVERYDAY SYSTEMS
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+

UZIN offers more:
UZIN PE 650 | UZIN NC 115

>

UZIN Renovation Classics
UZIN PE 280 | UZIN NC 182 | UZIN PE 360+ |

+

UZIN offers more:
UZIN PE 650 | UZIN NC 175

UZIN NC 175

A safe system for priming and filling joints at the same

+ up to 25% higher coverage

time. The low-stress UZIN NC 110 levelling compound is

+ less packaging waste

ideally suited for use on timber substrates.

+ time-saving
Classic system for the preparation of old tile substrates.

+ efficient

The perfect system components can be used to prepare

An extremely safe and economical system for timber

all tile substrates and the joints will not show in the floor

An extremely safe and economical system that prevents

substrates. UZIN PE 650 has up to 25 % more coverage

covering later.

the levelling compound from running away on tile

compared to UZIN PE 630 (with the same container

substrates. The coverage of UZIN PE 650 is up to 25 %

size). Thanks to the use of a fibre-reinforced levelling

higher than that of UZIN PE 630 (for the same container

compound, this system offers the highest level of safety.

size). Thanks to the use of a fibre-reinforced levelling
compound, this system offers maximum safety.

EXISTING RESILIENT OLD COVERING |

OLD COATINGS

System Setup

System Setup

OLD COATINGS

EXISTING RESILIENT
FLOOR COVERING

diffusion-tight (EP, PUR, PES, etc.)

EVERYDAY SYSTEMS
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In some cases, a floor covering must be installed onto
substrates containing old coatings and paints. If the

It is possible to install new floor coverings onto existing

subfloor has to be levelled because of excessive uneven-

smooth floor coverings (e.g. linoleum, PVC and rubber

ness, this can be achieved by using the special primer

floor coverings, etc.). Here two different installation

>> TIP:

UZIN PE 280 in combination with UZIN NC 170 LevelStar.

systems can be used. In the first case, the existing floor

Before installing with Sigan 2 or Sigan Elements always

If the existing subfloor is level enough and no additional

covering is „patched“ with a special repair mortar and

perform trial bonding to check whether it adheres securely

levelling work is required, the resilient or textile floor

the floor covering is then bonded with a suitable adhesive

to the existing floor covering.

covering can be installed with our special dry adhesive

(e.g. UZIN KE 2000 S).

More information on installation here:
www.uzinit.com/renoplan-systems

Sigaway Original.
In the second application, the floor covering is installed
with a dry, tape adhesive directly to the previously cleaned
flooring. Bonding to existing floor coverings avoids the
renovation work and the associated disruption caused by
dust or noise. This makes it possible to install the new
>> TIP:

floor covering during operation e.g. in hotels or shops. In

To clean the coating we recommend UZIN Basic Cleaner.

addition, through the use of Sigan 2 or Sigan Elements

The cleaning and light sanding of the coating improve the

the new floor covering can be removed at a alter time

adhesion of the products used for the subfloor.

and guaranteed without residues – a great advantage,
especially in areas with short renovation cycles!

>

+

>

+

Sigaway Original

UZIN NC 888 S

SIGAN 2 or SIGAN Elements

System for the renovation of old and uneven coatings

+ no drying times

A fast repair mortar for fine repair work and renovating

+ removable without leaving residues

allowing the installation of all types of floor coverings.

+ less work effort

slight unevenness in existing floor coverings. The product

+ dust- and emission-free

UZIN Renovation Classics
UZIN PE 280 | UZIN NC 170 LevelStar

UZIN offers more:

UZIN PE 280 provides a very high level of adhesion to
the subsequent levelling compound.

UZIN Renovation Classics

UZIN offers more:

is easy to use, fast drying and provides a very good

Quick and low-dust system for installing resilient or textile

surface result.

Quick, low-dust and removable system for intalling resilient

floor coverings, which significantly minimises renovation

or textile floor coverings, which significantly minimises

work. When installing resilient floor coverings, they can

renovation work. Sigan 2 is for the installation of textile

be welded on the same day.

and resilient floor coverings in sheets and plasticiser-free
LVTs. While Sigan Elements is for the bonding all types
of LVTs. The new floor covering can be welded after
installation and is immediately ready for foot traffic and
loading.

EVERYDAY SYSTEMS
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SPECIAL SYSTEMS

LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION SCREED

|
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System Setup

UZIN
SPECIAL SYSTEMS

LIGHTWEIGHT
CONSTRUCTION SCREED

Renovations in existing buildings often present craftsmen
and planners with unexpected challenges. Limited
load-bearing and weight capacity or build-up height, for
example, require an adequate floor construction.
With the UZIN Turbolight® System, flexible,low weight
construction is possible without transition from 5 mm (grain
diameter) to 300 mm. This system is characterised by
a very low distributed load (approx. 2 / 3 lower), faster
readiness for covering (approx. 3 – 4 weeks earlier) and
better sound insulation (approx. 10 dB) compared to

When renovating special challenges sometimes arise,

>> TIP:

such as the reduction of impact sound, low specific weight

Depending on the substrate situation and requirements,

or the preservation of existing substrates.

the UZIN Turbolight® System can be installed as a bonded
screed or separating membrane.

Here too, UZIN offers innovative and safe solutions.

+

UZIN offers more:
UZIN Turbolight® System
+ low weight
+ quick readiness for covering
Unique and patented rapid construction and renovation
system to create light weight subfloors prior to the
installation of all types of floor coverings. Ideal for
renovations with limited load-bearing capacity and
build-up height.

SPECIAL SYSTEM

conventional system setups.
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INSULATING SYSTEM WITH IMPACT SOUND IMPROVEMENT |

DAMP AND CONTAMINATED SUBSTRATES

System Setup
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System Setup

DAMP AND CONTAMINATED
SUBSTRATES

INSULATING SYSTEM WITH
ACOUSTIC IMPROVEMENT

Substrates with high residual moisture or contamination

New floors are often installed in homes or in areas which

UZIN RenoTop PLUS consists of a support panel and

from oil and grease usually require elaborate and expen-

require access, the installation of the subfloor should

top panel, which includes a pre-applied contact adhesive.

sive subfloor preparation. This work can be bypassed

>> TIP:

disturb the end user as little as possible. UZIN RenoTop

UZIN RenoTop PLUS is suitable for the subsequent

by using the UZIN RR 185 underlay. Combined with a

The lifetime of the floor covering in heavily used

PLUS enables the installer to create a subfloor that can

installation of a variety of floor coverings.

special adhesive such as UZIN KE 68 a unique system

areas can be extended by an additional PU coating using

be directly exposed to loads and is ready for floor covering

is created for the perfect installation of resilient floor

UZIN Turbo Protect Plus.

without high levels of noise or dust.

coverings.
New floor coverings can be installed quickly and easily,
without causing dust, dirt or noise. It is therefore ideal for
use in retail environments because it causes little disruption. The system also allows for a low build-up height. In
the event of future renovating the entire system, including
the floor covering, can be removed without leaving any

SPECIAL SYSTEM

>> TIP:
More information about installing here:
www.uzinit.com/renoplan-systems

+

+

UZIN RR 185 | UZIN KE 68

UZIN RenoTop PLUS

+ quick system

+ floating system

+ universally applicable

+ acoustic insulation

A unique and innovative system for the perfect installation

The best solution for quickly installing an insulating and

of floors onto damp and/or contaminated substrates. The

acoustic grade subfloor without dust. Floor coverings

system is characterised by a very low build-up height and

can be bonded immediately after installation of UZIN

a residue-free disposal.

RenoTop PLUS. The system can be removed completely

UZIN offers more:

UZIN offers more:

from the substrate without leaving any residue.

SPECIAL SYSTEM

residues.
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REFURBISHMENT OF ELASTIC COVERINGS |

SYSTEM FOR IMPACT SOUND IMPROVEMENT
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System Setup

System Setup

SYSTEM FOR
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

REFURBISHMENT OF
RESILIENT COVERINGS

For many renovations the end customer would like to see

Depending on the clients requirement, the old resilient

a reduction in impact and ambient sound. Often, only

floor covering does not have to be completely replaced.

very low build-up heights are possible, which means that

The appearance of the existing floor can be improved

special attention must be paid to the layer thickness

by applying a new surface sealant. This allows a

when selecting suitable materials. Thanks to the range

time-saving, economical and sustainable refurbishment.

of UZIN Multimoll underlays this requirement is met.
Wood flooring can be bonded directly to the underlays.
Whilst a smoothing compound must be applied over
the underlay when installing textile and resilient floor

>> TIP:

>> TIP:

With this system, a wall clearance of approx. 7 mm

The UZIN Refresher Set is ideal for concealing

must be maintained. In addition, the foam expansion

scratches on resilient coverings.

strips should be installed on the UZIN Multimoll
Softsonic stress-relieving underlay.

+

+

UZIN MK 92 S | UZIN Multimoll Softsonic |

UZIN Basic Cleaner | UZIN Turbo Protect Plus

UZIN offers more:

UZIN offers more:

UZIN PE 650 | UZIN NC 170 LevelStar
+ low renovation effort
+ high acoustic insulation improvement

+ cost-effective

+ a low build-up height
A perfect system for basic cleaning and resealing of
Perfect system for the renovation of old subfloors with

resilient floor coverings. UZIN Basic Cleaner is

stress-relieving effect and requirements for the

characterised by its high cleaning and dissolving power.

improvement of sound insulation. It is versatile under

UZIN Turbo Protect Plus gives the floor covering a

all types of floor coverings, including wood flooring

long-lasting protective layer, making maintenance

and tiles.

cleaning easier, among other things.

SPECIAL SYSTEM

SPECIAL SYSTEM

coverings.
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WOOD FLOORING REFURBISHMENT

MACHINES & SPECIAL TOOLS

WOOD FLOORING
REFURBISHMENT

MACHINES &
SPECIAL TOOLS

PALLMANN is the expert in the Uzin Utz Group when it

Within the Uzin Utz Group, WOLFF is the specialist for

comes to protecting the surface of wood flooring and

machines and tools for subfloor preparation. During

preserving its beauty for many years to come. PALL-

renovations, a variety of machines are used, such as a

MANN offers wood flooring professionals products for

stripper for removing the old flooring, a milling and / or

the huge range of different mechanical and chemical

grinding machine for removing adhesive and levelling

stresses as well as appearances in one coherent

compound residues, or high-performance vacuum

system: Joint fillers, primers, water-based 1-component

cleaners.

with PALLMANN

|
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from WOLFF

and 2-component lacquers, oils and 2-component oil/
The WOLFF brand offers a comprehensive range of high

wax combinations.

quality products for removal, subfloor inspection and
preparation and flooring installation.
System for oiled surfaces:

System for sealed surfaces:

PALL-X KITT | MAGIC OIL 2K ERGO

PALL-X FILLER | PALL-X 325 | PALL-X 96

Exceptional system for oiling wood floors. With

Hard-wearing sealing system for high-traffic areas.

PALL-X KITT joints can be sealed quickly and without

Due to the 1-component formulation, the wood flooring

sagging. By applying MAGIC OIL 2K ERGO, the wood

lacquer is very easy to apply and almost achieves the

floor retains its natural wood appearance.

properties of a 2-component system. Thus, the wood
floor is perfectly protected.

PARQUET MILLING MACHINE PM 200
This patented milling machine is highly efficient in
removing fully bonded, multiple layers of hardwood floors
with MDF/HDF backing. With continuous adjustment
for renovating jobs with hardwood floors in residential

With the PALLMANN Spider, wood floors can be sanded

and larger commercial areas. Powered by a 220V /

very easily, providing the foundation for a perfect wood

2600 W engine (110V upon request) and 20cm milling

flooring surface.

width removing 30m2/h is achievable.

More information on the PALLMANN product range is
available at: www.pallmann.net

SUBFLOOR
BELAGSSANIERUNG
PREPARATION

WOOD
BELAGSSANIERUNG
FLOORING SYSTEMS

and efficient extraction of fine dust the new PM 200 is ideal
>> TIP:

More information on the WOLFF product range is
available at: www.wolff-tools.com

Uzin Utz AG | Dieselstrasse 3 | 89079 Ulm
Telephone +49 731 4097-0 | Telefax +49 731 4097-110
E-mail info@uzin.com | www.uzin.com
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